A New Service to Allow Users to Create Dynamic Fields in Solr

Background
When Solr/Lucene indexing and searching were introduced in 2011-12, we recognized
the need to convert data from complex, hierarchical schemas like MODS to the flat
element structures recognized by Solr/Lucene. A search requirements committee met to
consider which fields needed to be individually searchable, which fields would become
“copy fields” for broader searches, which fields would be used for sorting, etc. We
designed a static Solr schema.xml file reflecting these decisions with 45 individual fields
and 4 copy fields, along with a set of XSLT rules to transform elements of selected
Fedora datastreams into Solr <add><doc> elements.
Issues with the Current System
The problem with this system, as our experience over the last year has shown, is that it
assumes a relatively stable set of search requirements and metadata. Changes to the
metadata would not be recognized without adding new fields, and adding these new
fields, which we found was occasionally necessary, entailed a rather involved process
that might include reconfiguration and redelivery of the schema.xml file, restarting the
Solr server, delivery of code changes, or all three of the above. There is clearly a need
to automate this process as much as possible.
“The Solution is [partially] in the Room”
Part of the solution lies in a previously untapped feature of Solr known as “dynamic
fields”. The Solr schema.xml file already has a set of dynamic, “glob” fields defined with
names beginning with “*_” or ending with “_*” that will accept any string of characters in
place of the glob character (*) as a known, indexible field. Thus a field named “foo_txt”
or “attr_foo” would be considered pre-defined. These dynamic fields may also be copied
into copy fields. The following sample shows, first, some of our current, statically defined
fields and then a set of Solr’s pre-defined, dynamic fields:

Static and Dynamic Field Definitions
<field name="abstract" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
<field name="allmods" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
<field name="author" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
<field name="availability" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
<field name="city" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
<field name="classification" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
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Static and Dynamic Field Definitions
<dynamicField name="*_i" type="int"

indexed="true" stored="true"/>

<dynamicField name="*_s" type="string" indexed="true" stored="true"/>
<dynamicField name="*_t" type="text_general"
<dynamicField name="*_txt" type="text_general"

indexed="true" stored="true"/>
indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>

<dynamicField name="*_b" type="boolean" indexed="true" stored="true"/>
<dynamicField name="*_f" type="float" indexed="true" stored="true"/>
<dynamicField name="*_d" type="double" indexed="true" stored="true"/>
<dynamicField name="attr_*" type="text_general" indexed="true" stored="true" multiValued="true"/>
<copyField source="*_t" dest="text" maxChars="3000"/>

As part of the 7.0 release, we have already begun to make use of the “*_txt” field with a
set of mods:subject elements with different authority attributes, e.g.:
<xsl:for-each select="//mods:subject[@authority='rbdil_mathTools']/mods:topic">
<field name="rbdil_mathTools_txt">
<xsl:value-of select="."/>
</field>
</xsl:for-each>

These elements can now be indexed without changes to the current schema.xml file or
the need to restart the Solr server. Once indexed, the dynamic fields can be searched
like other Solr fields, e.g.:
q=rbdil_mathTools_txt:searchstring

This works for the current rbdil materials, but we can expect in the future to have
other portals like this with special search needs, and the XSLT rules are still statically
defined in the script and require code-change delivery.
Proposal for the Rest of the Solution
The solution will need to be done in stages. For release 7.2, we will initially create a
simple prototype. For release 7.3 we will hook into the functionality of the Partner Portal
interface to create a more robust architecture.
For 7.2 we propose to create a new, user-friendly function in dlr/EDIT that will allow
authorized users to manage the XSLT rules to create or delete dynamic Solr fields as
needed. Users will be able to select elements from descriptive metadata and target
these to new field names that will be implemented as dynamic fields. The selections will
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be stored in a structured editable format, which will be used to create code-safe, new
XSLT rules for solrpost. Users will be able to chose options like the following:
1) the main metadata element name (e.g. mods:subject)
2) an optional attribute name (e.g., authority)
3) an option attribute value (e.g., rbdil_mathTools)
4) an optional metadata subelement name (e.g. mods:topic)
5) an optional subelement attribute name (e.g., type)
6) an optional subelement attribute value (e.g., local)
7) the name of the dynamic Solr field (e.g., rbdil_mathTools)
8) whether the new field can be searched only individually or will go also in a copy field
(a yes or no selection: copy fields will get a _txt and non-copy _t)
Users will be able to use the online form to view or exercise:
1) A user-friendly preview of the new Dynamic Field
2) A user-friendly Review of currently defined Dynamic Fields
3) A user selected MODS Test File drawn from a repository object
4) A preview of the new XSLT script generated using the new Dynamic Field
5) A validation of the new XSLT script using the selected MODS Test File
6) An option to delete a new Dynamic Field
7) An option to create the new Dynamic Field
The following screenshot shows the opening page with initial instructions:
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The following screenshot shows a review of currently defined fields:

The following screenshot shows a user selected MODS record to select elements:
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The next screenshot shows the user-friendly preview of a new Dynamic Field:

The next screenshot shows a preview of the XSLT script generated for the new field:
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The next screenshot shows a validation test of the new field on the MODS element:

The final screenshot shows the new XSLT script after the new field has been created:
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!
For the initial release, the schema.xml will not be changed. The traditional fields
will all remain with the newly defined dynamic fields appended. For the later, 7.3
release, we also propose a one time change to the schema.xml, converting as many of
our current fields as possible to dynamic fields. We were initially worried about the
performance implications of large-scale use of dynamic fields, as there have been
public concerns about the overhead of these fields. In fact, this was one reason we
initially avoided using them. It seems now, however, that dynamic fields themselves do
not pose performance issues unless they are used as sorting fields, at which point the
"fieldCache" used by Lucene for sorting is known to pose memory problems. We could
probably safely convert the majority of our fields to dynamic fields, leaving only special
ID fields, copy fields, and the few fields suitable to be used for sorting as statically
defined fields. This would allow us to simplify and stabilize the Solr schema.xml file. The
changes to the current XSLT rules would be minimal. In any event, we should closely
monitor Solr performance during the initial release with added dynamic fields before we
make such a major change. The following examples show the changes that would be
required to convert the mods:abstract element to a dynamic field:
<!-- CURRENT ABSTRACT -->
<xsl:for-each select="//mods:abstract">
<field name="abstract">
<xsl:value-of select="."/>
</field>
</xsl:for-each>
<!-- /CURRENT ABSTRACT -->
<!-- PROPOSED ABSTRACT -->
<xsl:for-each select="//mods:abstract">
<field name="abstract_txt">
<xsl:value-of select="."/>
</field>
</xsl:for-each>
<!-- /PROPOSED ABSTRACT -->

While we are making these relatively major changes to the schema.xml file, we
would like to add one new, static field as well, the Fedora object creationDate, which we
will extract from the foxml header and which will give us a true UTC date allowing
meaningful "oldest" and "most recent" sorting.
Possible Implementation Issues
To be safe, we will need to monitor the memory usage as we test heavy use of dynamic
fields, though as noted above we do not expect serious problems.
Until now, the static field names encoded in the schema.xml file have provided a kind
of document record of our Solr implementation decisions. Most of this functionality
would be lost with a major move to dynamic fields. On the other hand, we should
remember that any use of dynamic fields reduces the schema’s documentary function,
and so a new system is desirable. We believe that the new structured file itself can
replace this functionality with improved efficiency, and provide new functionality such as
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snapshot views for administrative users or current lists of searchable fields. For the
more robust, 7.3 release, such information would be available through the Partner
Portal interface.
Jeffery A. Triggs
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